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Abstract

Object persistence is a fundamental feature of any object-oriented environment. Several programming language specifications do not include or discuss any method of providing persistence for objects. Several schemes have been developed for adding persistence in several different programming languages. Some of them require persistent objects to be allocated and treated differently than non-persistent objects, while some others require the programmer to provide vital parts of the persistence mechanism. It is desirable to make the persistence feature transparent, but the nature of object oriented programming makes it difficult.

This thesis proposes an approach to build a persistency layer in an object oriented programming language based, in part, on work by Ambler.
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Object-oriented programming (OOP), like most newer paradigms incorporates and, builds on old ideas, extending them, and permitting novel interpretations and approaches. A revolutionary concept that changed the rules in computer program development, object-oriented programming is organized around objects rather than actions, data rather than logic. Historically, a program has been viewed as a logical procedure that takes input data, processes it, and produces output data.

The programming challenge once revolved around how to write the logic, not how to define the data. Object-oriented programming takes the view that what we really care about are the objects we want to manipulate rather than the logic required to manipulate them.

A basic task for Object Oriented software is producing, changing and viewing persistent objects. Persistent objects are objects that exist beyond the lifetime of the application; this is typically achieved by storing them in some kind of a data store, such as a file or, most commonly a relational database (see section 3.4). There are several recurring problems that application programmers have to deal with when developing object-oriented applications that use relational databases as a persistence mechanism. The greatest problem is handling changes in the data structure - a simple alteration forces some reworking in both the application persistence logic and the database. Larger changes - e.g. switching the underlying database from one vendor to another - can require a great amount of work.
Another concern is application design – the persistence logic of many applications is similar, differing mainly in the exact data structure. It would be favorable to exploit this similarity and produce an automated solution.

My thesis proposes a reusable generic approach to handling persistence logic namely, the Persistence Manager design pattern, which solves several problems when using relational database management systems in an application environment. This pattern represents a solution where business logic is separated from persistence logic to the degree where persistent objects are not aware that they are being stored and retrieved transparently. The solution is easily customizable for the data structure of different applications. It provides fully automated persistence - the application programmer has no need for writing any database access code, the component handles all data storage, retrieval and deletion by itself. We propose the Persistence Manager to be a well-designed approach to persistence logic, and to be a viable software component.

The proposed persistency layer encapsulates the entire persistence logic of an application, and provides access to persistence via simple operations like store (object), delete (object) and retrieve (criteria). In addition to solving the problems listed above, using the Persistence Manager approach yielded better modularized application structure, faster program development (as the programmer does not need to develop any database access code) and possibility for better performance on object retrieval.
1.1 Thesis Statement

This thesis offers a solution to these concerns.

A. Implementation of Durable Persistence Layer

B. Persistence Manager Design Pattern

C. Comparison of DPL

First, we present a component that we wrote as an implementation of such software-the object persistence layer. Based on a variety of different terminologies used in literature we have adopted the name durable persistence layer (DPL), because of its robustness and durability characteristics. Our DPL, written in the Eiffel programming language, provides application objects with transparent persistence. With transparent persistence, persistence of objects is provided automatically and the logic for performing persistence operations is expressed in the other languages, without the client programmer needing to know anything about databases and Structured Query Language (SQL). Persistence Layer encapsulates all the persistence logic that an application needs, and gives access to persistence via simple operations like store(object), delete(object), and retrieve(criteria). The current implementation embodies ideas from Scott Ambler’s white paper “The Design of a Robust Persistence Layer for Relational Databases.” [Amb00b].

Second, we introduce the Persistence Manager design pattern\(^1\) for a reusable persistence layer that separates application logic from persistence logic. The basic idea for such software was introduce in Scott Ambler’s white paper: “Mapping Objects To Relational Databases” [Amb00a].

\(^1\) A design pattern is a description of associated objects and classes that are customized to solve a general, recurring design problem in a particular context [Gam95].
Thirdly, We compare the benefits of using the *Persistence Manager* pattern with the basic approach to persistence logic - embedding database access directly into the application code - and weigh the usefulness of the pattern. We also compare DPL with similar, publicly available Java software that follow the pattern at least in some terms and offer similar functionality, and we judge the viability of DPL.
1.2 Thesis Structure

In the remainder of this chapter we present the structure of this Thesis.

Chapter 2 mainly discusses the historical background of persistence programming systems. The chapter also states some known limitations, lists related work and analyzes the problem of changes in data structures.

Chapter 3 introduces some prominent issues in persistence mechanism. The chapter focuses on Persistency layer, forms of persistence, kinds of persistency layers and requirements of persistency layers.

Chapter 4 establishes the motivation for our work. In this particular section we present a component that is written as an implementation of the object persistence layer software. We christened it as DPL (durable persistence layer) because of its robustness and durability characteristics. We also discuss the reason of choosing Eiffel in this chapter. It also focuses on how DPL can be used in the architecture of a sample application. The chapter also emphasizes the security issues concerning DPL and its possible solution.

Chapter 5 introduces the Persistence Manager design pattern for a reusable persistence layer that separates application logic from persistence logic.
Some fundamental ideas for implementing DPL are presented in Chapter 6. Comparing the benefits of using the Persistence Manager pattern with the basic approach to persistence logic - embedding database access directly into the application code - and judge the usefulness of the pattern are presented in Chapter 7. This Chapter also presents comparison of DPL with similar publicly available Java software that at least in some terms follow the pattern and offer similar functionality, and the viability of DPL.

Finally, we proceed in Chapter 8, to draw conclusions and then offering suggestions of possible approaches, which could be investigated in the future development. In addition we include a glossary of terms for ease of reference and also an Appendix in which we list the Classes used in our software implementation.
Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Historical Background

Research in persistent programming systems started in the late 70's, when it was noticed that storing 'long-term' data in a different logical framework from 'short-term' data leads to all sorts of problems in large and complex applications. An analysis by IBM showed that around 30% of the code of long-lived, large scale applications was devoted to the movement of data in and out of the programming language domain. The fact that this code is notoriously susceptible to system evolution errors, coupled with the statistic that 2% of the USA's GNP is spent on software 'maintenance', leads us to believe that storing long-term data in a file or database system is expensive.

A solution may be provided by persistent programming languages. A somewhat misnomer 'persistent programming languages' is shorthand for 'programming languages where persistence is treated as an orthogonal property of data', rather than programming languages, which survive for a long time [ADK01]. In such languages the treatment of data is entirely independent of its longevity - no matter for how long the data persists, the data model is unaffected.

" The reason programming languages treat persistent data differently from transient data is largely historical, based on the different physical properties of RAM and other storage devices. Although modern virtual memory makes a mockery of this distinction,
only a few programming languages can claim an orthogonal treatment of persistence. Commercial vendors are now becoming increasingly aware of the importance of persistence as an aid to increasing the cost-effectiveness of the software life cycle [BDM00a]."

The merging of distributed computing and object-oriented technology has resulted in novel ways to design and develop modern, aggregate architectures of databases. When you first begin to design any application you face numerous issues, including how your application is going to communicate with your databases. For years, many architects and system developers have not given this issue of communications interface design the attention it demands.

The most common approach is to write code that talks directly to the database (Application Programming Interface) API provided in your environment. In the early days of SQL databases, your only approach was to use the database API provided by the database vendor, such as Oracle's OCI (Oracle Call Interface). This solved the initial need to enable your application for a particular database. However, your application was then tied to that database. You could not easily support another database, if at all, due to its different database-specific APIs, as well as the prohibitive cost of parallel development for each API.

Eventually, standard database APIs were introduced which worked for any database. This effort began with the development of ODBC (Open Database Connectivity). ODBC was
the first standard API to address the problem of database-specific APIs. ODBC allows you to issue SQL calls directly to the database. This API is function based, not based on objects. In order to talk to ORACLE, you need to install the ORACLE ODBC driver, but your application has no specific knowledge regarding the driver. The driver simply implements a standard interface. This allows you to develop applications that can talk to many different databases, providing that you use standard SQL (and the database has an ODBC driver). Once you begin to use the specific features of a particular database, however, your application becomes dependent on that database and supporting other databases becomes an issue.

If you are passing SQL statements from your code through your database API (such as JDBC), your application will become tightly integrated with your database schema. This is commonly referred to as injecting your schema into your application code. Once the schema is injected, it becomes difficult to modify or enhance your schema without modifying your code. At this point, you must find all the places in your code that are impacted by the potential change before you can update the code. This problem usually presents itself after the first version of your product, forcing you to modify your schema based on a new requirement or a particular user situation. The maintenance cost of this can be huge [BDM00b].

Later, Microsoft provided OLE DB, followed by ADO. Each simplified the API by providing objects for creating connections and statements, but the issue of SQL residing in your application code remained.
The corresponding common database API in the Java domain is JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) and it raises similar issues to those of ODBC. So what did developers do? Many developers created a library of SQL statements in their code and provided a public API for the rest of the application developers to call. This encapsulated all the database calls into a central location that could be maintained and updated appropriately as the application matured. This does not solve the problem of having to update the code when the database schema changes, but it makes it much easier to manage.

After you have developed several applications or systems following this approach, you will begin to see the problem it creates. As your application matures and additional features are added over time, your application accesses the same database table from several locations in your code. The application modifies the same table in several different places in your application, sometimes in different ways. This can make it very difficult to track down and isolate problems in your code.

Most applications today start with a simple prototype. When developing a prototype, it is usually much faster to just write the SQL statements and put more focus on the UI and the user tasks (which are important). The next important step would be to add the building blocks to your application that are necessary to give it a reasonable chance of success in supporting new requirements. Unfortunately, this is not always done.

Instead of writing code in terms of database connections and SQL statements (which was the standard way of thinking about database access), developers started writing classes that
presented the data in the form of Persistent Objects. Persistence refers to something (or a property) that exists beyond its lifetime. As applied to an object-oriented programming language, persistence describes objects that exist for an extended period of time, often beyond the lifetime of the original program that created the objects. There are several forms of persistence available to programmers (see section 3.4). The forms include file-based persistence, relational databases, and object databases; but the most common persistence mechanism at the present time is a relational database management system. Relational databases are an efficient and proven technology, they have widespread support in development languages and third party tools, and practitioners are familiar with them. Several problems arise in combination of using an object-oriented language (like, Eiffel, Java, SmallTalk or C++) as the development environment and a relational database as the persistence mechanism, however. Another problem is the impact of changes in data structure. If the class structure changes in some way, then, besides the database, this triggers changes in the persistence logic of the application as well. For example, if a field type is changed from integer to floating-point value, then even this minor modification induces a change in the persistence logic.

We conclude this chapter with the following quote that provides emphasis of the need for effective persistence mechanism:

"Persistence has proven the technical competence of its software offerings with a growing number of large and demanding customers, including Air Canada, AT&T, BellSouth, Boeing, Celera, Cisco, CNP Assurances, FedEx, Instinet, Intel, JP Morgan, Lucent, Morgan Stanley, Norwest, Pfizer, Qualcomm, Scientific Atlanta, and Solomon Smith Barney" Ed Murrer (Senior Vice President Persistence Software)."
Chapter 3
Persistence

3.1 What Is Persistence?

Persistence has been defined previously. Nonetheless, it is useful to begin this chapter with a listing of several distinct scenarios, each of which illustrate various aspects of persistence.

- One of the most critical tasks that applications have to perform is to save and restore data. Without it, software would be little more effective than the typewriter - users would have to re-type the data to make further modifications once the application exits.

- Persistence consists of data retrieval from one or more data stores into system memory after data manipulation (i.e. applying business rules) and storage of the modified data into the appropriate data store.

- After program execution the state of an object (the value of its attributes) is lost unless saved to permanent storage. When an object maintains its state between program executions it is said to be persistent.

- The issue of how to store an object in a permanent storage. Objects need to be persistent if they are to be available to you and/or to others the next time your application is run.

- Applied to an object-oriented programming language, persistence describes objects that exist for an extended period of time, often beyond the lifetime of the original program that created the objects. These include for example, executable images, translation Code in JVM byte code.
Persistence is a critical architectural mechanism found in most business systems today.

Examples of emerging, advanced computing systems, or platforms, with significant need for persistence are computing grid system (e.g. Sharcnet, WestGrid, and many others)*.

*www.gridcanada.com
3.2 Object's Lifetime

An executing system represents application data as a collection of collaborating objects, connected by a potentially complex web of references. With current technology, these objects occupy volatile memory in the computer and vanish when the system terminates. Persistence extends the lifetime of an object from one execution of a system to the next. It is achieved by saving the object to a file on secondary storage in one session and restoring it from the file in another. Persistence mechanisms do not refer only to traditional disk storage; rather, they include also additional, new techniques for distributed memory mapping and emerging optical network storage technologies.

![Diagram](application-to-data-store)

*Figure 3.2 Object Persistence*

Figure 3.2 present that Persistent objects are objects that exist beyond the lifetime of the application; this is typically achieved by storing them in some kind of a data store, which most commonly is a relational database.

New OO programmers learn that objects have a lifetime. An object begins its life when created by the `new` operator (for example, `new String("hi")`). After it is created, the object
exists until destroyed by the Java Virtual Machine's garbage collector; an object can be
garbage collected only when the Java program no longer holds a reference to the object.
Objects can also be destroyed implicitly, when the Java program ends. The following code
snippet demonstrates the essential concepts of Java object lifetimes:

Example 3.2: A simple object example

```
{
    Date d = new Date();        // Create Date object d starts its life
    System.out.println(d.toString());    // Date object still exists by virtue of referencing
}                                        // Date object is no longer referencable and may be destroyed.
```

In this example, a new Date is created within a program block ({}), and stored in a variable
d) local to that block. Upon reaching the ending curly brace (}, the local variable d exists
no longer. From that moment, the Date object that was created is no longer referencable
and may be garbage collected.

3.3 Persistence as Extending an Object's Lifetime

Persistence is a way to extend the lifetime of an object beyond the lifetime of the program
that created it. To understand why it is useful to have persistent objects, consider an
AddressBook class that contains names, addresses, and telephone numbers:
public class AddressBook {
    public String[] names = null;
    public String[] addresses = null;
    public String[] phonenums = null;
}

A person writes information in an address book so that it is available at a later date, when
the information is needed. Most people are unlikely to remember addresses and telephone
numbers, so they write that information into a book. If you try to use the AddressBook
class to represent a real address book, you will find that it does not support the "save it
now, use it later" paradigm. All instances of the AddressBook class are destroyed when the
Java program ends.

To be useful, an AddressBook object must exist for an extended period of time. It must be
persistent (possibly for years). Every time the user looks up, adds, or modifies address
information, the AddressBook object is needed. Because the program that uses the
AddressBook isn't always running, the AddressBook must be preserved during the time the
program is not running.

Persistence is usually implemented by preserving the state (attributes) of an object between
executions of the program. To preserve state, the object is converted to a sequence of bytes
and stored on a form of long-term media (usually a disk). When the object is needed again,
it is restored from the long-term media; the restoration process creates a new Java object
that is identical to the original. Although the restored object is not "the same object," its
state and behavior are identical. The following example outlines an API for a helper class
that might be used to provide save and restore capabilities for AddressBook objects:
class AddressBookHelper {
    public static void store(AddressBook book, File file) {...}
    public static AddressBook restore(File file) {...}
}

To save an AddressBook to a file, you must explicitly write a few lines of code to store the object. The code might look like the following:

    File output = new File("address.book"); // persistent media
    AddressBookHelper.store(addrBook, output);

Restoring an AddressBook from a file would look similar:

    File input = new File("address.book"); // persistent media
    AddressBook addrBook = AddressBookHelper.restore(input);

3.4 Forms Of Persistence Layer

There are several forms of persistence available for programmer. The forms discussed in this thesis include file-based persistence, relational databases, and object databases. These forms of persistence differ in several categories, including: logical organization of an object state, the amount of work required of the application programmer to support persistence, concurrent access to the persistent object (from different processes), and support for transactional commit and rollback semantics [AMB00b].
3.4.1 File Based Persistence

Files are often used to store information between invocations of a program. Data stored in a file may be simple (a text file), or it may be complex (binary strings). In daily use of a computer, you often interact with objects that are stored in files (e.g. word processing documents, spreadsheets, network diagrams, and so on).

A file-based persistence mechanism requires the programmer to put a significant effort into achieving persistence. The programmer must choose an external representation of the object, and write the code that saves and restores the objects.

Usually, concurrency control and transactional semantics do not apply to file-based persistence. Storing objects in files is usually appropriate for single-user applications that follow the File/Open... and File/Save model.

3.4.2 RDBMS Based Persistence

Relational database management systems (RDBMS) can also store persistent objects, but the characteristics of a relational database are different from file-based persistence. A relational database is organized into tables, rows, and columns, rather than the unstructured sequence of bytes represented by a file. There are two major ways to store objects in a relational database. The first option is to interact with the database on its terms. The JDBC API provides interfaces that directly represent relational database structures. These structures can be used and manipulated by using conventional method. The other option is to write your own classes and "map" between the relational data structures and your
classes. This type of mapping is a well-understood problem for which many commercial solutions are available.

When using a relational database, unless you are using a tool to perform database-to-class mapping, you must write a large volume of code to interact with the database. Managing objects in the database requires you to write SQL statements (inserts, updates, deletes, and so on), which are forwarded to the database through the JDBC API.

Although using a relational database involves more work, there are a few benefits. Relational databases usually support concurrency control and transactional properties. Multiple users can access the database without interfering with other users changes, because the database uses locks to safeguard access. Additionally, almost all relational databases support ACID properties (i.e. atomicity, concurrency, isolation, durability). These properties protect the integrity of the data by assuring that blocks of work (referred to as transactions) either complete successfully or are rolled back without affecting other users.

3.4.3 ODBMS Based Persistence

Object database management systems (ODBMS) support persistence in a different manner than file-based persistence and relational databases. The philosophy behind object databases is to make the programmer's job simpler. Object databases (as the name implies) store objects; the programmer does not have to write SQL statements or methods to package and unpack age objects; the object database interface usually takes care of those details.
Object databases usually support concurrency control and ACID properties, as with relational databases. They provide for concurrent access to the database, and they also provide commit and rollback transactional control.
3.5 Kinds of Persistence Layers

We would like to begin this section with a discussion of the common approaches to persistence that is currently in practice today. Figure 3.5 presents the most common, and least acceptable, approach to persistence in which Structured Query Language (SQL) code is embedded in the source code of your classes. The advantage of this approach is that it allows you to write code very quickly and is a viable approach for small applications and prototypes. The disadvantage is that it directly couples your business classes with the schema of your relational database, implying that a simple change such as renaming a column or porting to another database requires a reworking of your source code. Hard-coded SQL in your business classes results in code that is difficult to maintain and extend.

![Diagram of Domain Classes]

**Domain Classes**

*Figure 3.5 Hard-coding SQL in your domain/business classes*
Figure 3.5.1 presents a slightly better approach in which the SQL statements for your business classes are encapsulated in one or more “data classes.” Once again, this approach is suitable for prototypes and small systems of less than 40 to 50 business classes but it still results in a recompilation (of your data classes) when simple changes to the database are made. The best thing that can be said about this approach is that you have at least encapsulated the source code that handles the hard-coded interactions in one place, the data classes.

*Hard coding SQL in separate data classes or stored procedures is only slightly better.*

![Diagram of data classes and SQL interaction]

*Figure 3.5.1 Creating data classes corresponding to domain/business classes*
Figure 3.5.2 presents the approach that was adopted for our Durable Persistence Layer that maps objects to persistence mechanisms (in this case relational databases) in such a manner that simple changes to the relational schema do not affect your object-oriented code. The advantage of this approach is that your application programmers do not need to know a thing about the schema of the relational database; in fact, they don’t even need to know that their objects are being stored in a relational database. This approach allows your organization to develop large-scale, mission critical applications. The disadvantage is that there is a performance impact on your applications, a minor one if you build the layer well, but there is still an impact.

![Diagram of Durable Persistence Layer](image)

*Figure 3.5.2 Durable persistence layer*
3.6 The Class-Type Architecture

Figure 3.6 shows a class-type architecture that your programmers should follow when coding their applications. The class-type architecture is based on the Layer pattern proposal by Buschmann Etal [BFM96]. The basic idea is that a class within a given layer may interact with other classes in that layer or with classes in an adjacent layer. By layering your source code in this manner one makes it easier to maintain and enhance because the coupling within an application is greatly reduced.
Layering your application code increases its robustness

Figure 3.6 The class-type architecture
Figure 3.6 shows that users of an application interact directly with the user-interface layer of your application. The user-interface layer is generally made up of classes that implement screens and reports.

User-interface classes are intended to send messages to classes within the domain/business layer and the system layer. The domain/business layer implements the domain/business classes of your application, for example the business layer for a telecommunications company would include classes such as Customer and Phone Call, and the system layer implements classes that provide access to operating system functionality such as printing and electronic mail. Domain/business classes are allowed to send messages to classes within the system layer and the persistence layer. The persistence layer encapsulates the behavior needed to store objects in persistence mechanisms such as object databases, files, and relational databases.

By conforming to this class-type architecture the robustness of your source code increases dramatically due to reduced coupling within your application. Figure 3.6 shows that for the user-interface layer to obtain information it must interact with objects in the domain/business layer, which in turn interact with the persistence layer to obtain the objects stored in your persistence mechanisms. This is an important feature of the class-type architecture - by not allowing the user interface of your application to directly access information stored in your persistence mechanism you effectively de-couple the user interface from the persistence schema. The implication is that you are now in a position to change the way that objects are stored, want to reorganize the tables of a relational database.
or port from the persistence mechanism of one vendor to that of another, without having to rewrite your screens and reports.
4.1 Durable Persistency Layer

The persistence layer can be looked at as a way to access objects within the database. The Durable Persistence Layer (DPL*) is software that implements the Persistence Manager pattern. It is a component that provides access to persistence. The DPL pattern allows the application programmer to work with objects, which have the persistent property, without knowing anything about database query languages. The programmer only has to call methods for loading, storing and deleting of objects, the implementation of these methods is left to the DPL. In order to map objects and their relations to other objects (inheritance, association, aggregation...) to tables of a database, an object-relational-mapping is required that supplies patterns (e.g. how to map inheritance hierarchies to tables) with all the consequences.

* It is a common practice to give software products names that often are unrelated to the product domain. For example, Ant is a popular Java compiling tool, and Tomcat is a Java web component container. I propose the name "DPL" because of its durable and robust characteristics.
Our motivation for using Eiffel as our development system is drawn from the properties that Eiffel is a pure object-oriented programming language designed with the explicit intent to produce high quality, reliable software. It is pure in its nature in that every entity is an object declared of an explicitly stated class type. It adheres to some of the long proven and time-tested programming practices that have made languages like Modula-2 a successful engineering advancement. Eiffel* promises to be the next step toward a better understanding and more importantly, efficient use of the object-oriented practices that have evolved thus far.

4.2 Why Eiffel?

Eiffel* is a methodology, language and environment for developing high-quality reusable software components.

➢ Methodology: A system of principles and rules based on theory and practice that guides the software construction process to achieve high-quality software.

➢ Language: An elegant Object-Oriented Programming Language (OOPL) that strongly supports the methodology of this thesis.

➢ Environment: Integrated set of OO CASE tools that strongly support software development using the methodology and language.

*www.eiffel.com
Eiffel is an elegant modern object-oriented approach to software development that emphasizes software product quality - especially correctness and reusability - crucial prerequisites to shifting current practice towards component-based development. Some of Eiffel's goals can be realized in non-Eiffel approaches, but only with considerable external/non-standard mechanisms. Eiffel is elegant in the way it seamlessly integrates many aspects of high-quality software development. It is a proven and portable technology that strongly supports the requirements of large-scale, team-oriented development in many application areas, from embedded systems to distributed enterprise applications.

The Eiffel language includes many important features such as:

- Pure OO programming.
- Simple, highly readable syntax.
- Clean Multiple Inheritance.
- Static, strong-typing.
- Genericity.
- Automatic memory management (garbage collection).
- Disciplined exception handling.
- Persistence (low-level object database).
- Concurrency (threads and later SCOOPE).
- Full support for Design By Contract.
- Interoperability with other languages such as C and C++.
- Large collections of high-quality reusable class libraries for many application areas.
- Quality development environment/tools.
Mature, supported language. (NICE: Non-profit International Consortium for Eiffel*).

In another way Eiffel can serve as an excellent component combinator - wrapping and combining proven software components developed in languages other than Eiffel. This enables development teams to incorporate external code, such as Fortran libraries for numerical computation, into a flexible OO architecture. This is far better than trying to implement OO features in a non-OO language or even in another OO language that is less supportive of software quality than Eiffel.

Of course, the quality of the final result is limited by the quality of the wrapped component too - the "weakest link" notion - so it is important to ensure that components selected for wrapping be of verified high quality.

Eiffel involves a comprehensive discipline that ambitiously targets many key aspects of software development. It fosters, indeed requires, a shift in mindset that prioritizes certain qualities, such as correctness, robustness, understandability, testability, extendibility, reusability over others, such as functionality.

That is, the Quality First approach to development recognizes that some qualities simply cannot be retrofitted - they must be built-in from the beginning and upheld throughout the

*www.eiffel.com
entire development process while others, such as functionality, naturally increase over time. This is not a small step, but it is not a difficult one either. Eiffel goes far beyond paying lip service to good software engineering principles. It actively supports, and even enforces, these principle like no other development approach in widespread use. It does so effortlessly in a seamless integrated environment, unlike other approaches that require significant extra-linguistic mechanisms that try to inject and uphold quality. Eiffel's elegant simplicity makes it significantly easier to master than other OOPLs.

We conclude with the following two quotes to stress the qualities of Eiffel as a support tool for development.

"There are two things that [Eiffel] got right that nobody else got right anywhere else: support for design by contract, and multiple inheritance. Everyone should understand these "correct answers" if only to understand how to work around the limitations in other languages." (Paul Dubois in comp.lang.python Usenet newsgroup, 23 March 1997).

"If it can be defined by just one sentence, Eiffel is a language to write Eiffel Libraries—that is to say to write the best possible, reusable industrial quality software components that we can think of." (Bertrand Meyer in .ExE Magazine).
4.3 Functionality for Durable Persistency Layer

A DPL encapsulates the behavior needed to make objects persistent; in other words to read, write, and delete objects to/from permanent storage. DPL should support several types of persistence mechanism. A persistence mechanism is any technology that can be used to permanently store objects for later update, retrieval, and/or deletion. Possible persistence mechanisms include flat files, relational databases, object-relational databases, hierarchical databases, network databases, and object bases.

4.3.1 Feature Overview

Following are the few key features of DPL:

- uses relational databases for data storage, automating object-relational mapping
- stores objects in the data store
- deletes objects from the data store
- retrieves objects from the data store, via potentially complex retrieval criteria: can retrieve multiple objects with one operation
- supports one-to-many relationships between classes - when retrieving an object, its related objects can be retrieved automatically
- supports referential integrity - when storing an object, its related objects will be stored as well; when deleting an object, its related objects will be deleted with it
- caches persistent objects, which can yield a dramatic increase in retrieval speed
- can access multiple databases
- persistent classes do not have to inherit from a specific class
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- supports composite identities
- custom SQL can be specified

4.3.2 Main Characteristic of a DPL

In this section we discuss DPL characteristic

Compatibility:
- Works with your existing frameworks and databases
- Works with your modeling tool(s)

Flexibility:
- Allow complex mappings and operations, but provides good defaults

Encapsulation of the persistence layer:
- Provides good (ideally complete) isolation from changes in the database(s)

Support for the features required by your model and data sources:
- Distributed transactions
- Required scalability and performance load balancing
- Concurrency and parallel query processing
4.4 Examples of cases where DPL can be used

Following are few examples of using DPL:

- web applications for information systems, which basically are database front ends and therefore rely heavily on stored data
- desktop applications, that need to store user preferences
- applets for informations systems, acting as database frontends
- any kind of application where there is a need of making object persistence

```java
// sample storage
Book book = new Book();
book.setAuthor("Deitel & Deitel ");
persistencemanager.store(book);

// sample retrieval
Book example = new Book();
exmaple.setId(1234);
Query query = persistencemanager
    .createQuery(example);
Book realBook = persistencemanager
    .retrieveObject(query);
```

Figure 4.1 Architecture Of Sample application Using DPL
Figure 4.1 Display a simple application using DPL. DPL has been designed with regard to future support for other data stores besides relational databases. For example, if another package is provided that implements the PersistenceManager interface and uses XML files for data storage, then it can be integrated seamlessly with the existing code. Nothing changes for the client programmer - Persistence Managers of different type will be obtained in exactly the same way. This approach has the benefit of supporting the seamless integration of new types of Persistence Managers discussed above, as the configuration file specifies what kind of a Persistence Manager to use.

4.5 Storing an Object

Storing an object is very straightforward. The client programmer only needs to send a message to the Persistence Manager and the object gets stored. If the object's identity is unspecified, which is the case if the object has been transient so far, it is assigned a unique identity.

Example: 4.5 Storing an object:

```
// Create a new object and set some of its attributes
Book book = new Book();
book.setTitle("C How to Program");
book.setAuthor("Deitel & Deitel");
// Store the object
broker.store(book);
```
4.6 Deleting An Object

To be able to delete an object from the underlying data store, the only information

needs to know is its identity.

Example 4.6 Deleting an object:

```java
// Let the user input the identity of the Book to delete
System.out.print("Enter the id of the Book to delete: ");
BufferedReader in
    = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
String input = in.readLine();
int id = Integer.parseInt(input);
// Create an example object and set its identity to that of
// the object to delete
Book book = new Book();
book.setId(id);
// Delete the object
broker.delete(book);
```

4.7 Retrieving Objects

DPL introduces the Query object - an object which represents query criteria and is used for

object retrieval and criteria. The client programmer obtains an instance from the

Persistence Manager, is able to perform some additional operations on it (e.g. setting

parameters and ordering information), and gives the query to the Persistence Manager to be

executed.
4.8 Full encapsulation of the persistence mechanism(s)

Ideally you should only have to send the messages save, delete, and retrieve to an object to save it, delete it, or retrieve it, respectively. The persistence layer takes care of the rest of the transactional details. Furthermore, except for well-justified exceptions, you shouldn’t have to write any special persistence code other than that of the persistence layer itself.

4.9 Multi-object actions

Because it is common to retrieve several objects at once, perhaps for a report or as the result of a customized search, a robust persistence layer must be able to support the retrieval of many objects simultaneously. The same can be said of deleting objects from the persistence mechanism that meet specific criteria.

4.10 Transactions

A transaction could be made up of any combination of saving, retrieving, and/or deleting of objects. Transactions may be flat, an “all-or-nothing” approach where all the actions must either succeed or be rolled back (canceled), or they may be nested, an approach where a transaction is made up of other transactions which are committed and not rolled back if the large transaction fails. Transactions may also be short-lived, running in thousandths of a second, or long-lived, taking hours, days, weeks, or even months to complete.
4.11 Extensibility

You should be able to add new classes to your object applications and be able to change persistence mechanisms easily (you can count on at least upgrading your persistence mechanism over time, if not port to one from a different vendor). In other words your persistence layer must be flexible enough to allow your application programmers and persistence mechanism administrators to each do what they need to do.

4.12 Object Identities

An object identity (OID) is an identifier that, assigned to a persistent object, uniquely identifies the object. In a relational database, tables have key columns. The values of the key columns of a row make up the identity of a row. If objects, mapped to relational databases, are to have identities, then these key columns (which usually have no business meaning) must intrude into the object classes (where they normally are not present). Classes are assigned attributes that map onto key columns in the database table. The intrusion is necessary for creating relationships between objects. If at run-time a persistent object has a reference to another persistent object, then when the objects are made persistent, this reference needs to be stored, and the only way to do it is via OIDs. For example, a master class Person has a detail class Address, and a Person object can contain several Address objects. When storing the Person object and its Address objects, the OID of the Person object is stored as a foreign key in the database table the Address class maps onto. When the Person object is materialized again, its Address objects are also materialized by using the Person's OID. Another use for OIDs in DPL is in caching - to cache an object, the object is mapped to its OID, and cache lookup is performed using the
OID. If the objects of a class have no identity, then they cannot be cached and the performance gain from caching is lost.
4.13 Conceptual Structure of DPL

Figure 4.13 represent a conceptual overview of the architecture of the Durable Persistence System and what basic parts it has and how they interact.

Figure 4.13 Conceptual Structure of DPL
4.14 Security

Following are the few security issues:

4.15 Application Security

Application security is by far the largest security domain, concerned with the problem areas, shortcomings and flaws of design and implementation. Here the focus is laid on problem areas in application security.

In the following section 4.16 to 4.20, we present several distinct problem scenarios that illustrate some of the primary issues of concern. In each case we present the problem, an assessment and a solution strategy.

4.16 Tracking Operations

Problem

The history of potentially sensitive operations must be accessible.

Assessment

Situations can arise where information has mysteriously been changed or deleted, and it is important to know when it happened and what the previous data looked like.

Solution

- Enable adequate logging in the persistence layer (See section 4.22 for a discussion of Logging).
4.17 Consuming Unreasonable Amounts of Resources

Problem

The persistence layer could use up too many system resources.

Assessment

The persistence layer in newly initialized state holds only mapping information, constructed from the configuration file. Additional work objects (like statement factories for individual classes) are initialized on demand.

Database connections are also created on demand. They are not closed over the life of the application, as creating a connection is a time-costly operation. Persistent objects are cached, to speed up object retrieval. The cache uses soft references that are garbage-collected in response to a memory demand.

To conclude: as the persistence layer uses lazy initialization wherever possible to avoid unnecessary resource allocation, and keeps no objects that are not needed, memory is used in reasonable amounts. If the memory footprint is still too large, object caching can be disabled.
4.18 Confidentiality of Authentication Data and Persistent Data

Problem

The authentication information of the data store (e.g. username and password for connecting to the database) is stored in the configuration file. If the application launched by a malicious user has access to this file, or if the malicious user can access this information directly, then the authentication information is compromised, and the malicious user can steal, alter and destroy persistent data.

Assessment

- This concern usually arises if the application is a web application, for example a servlet, that by default is not run with the access rights of the user and thus the configuration file must have more liberal access rights. If no solution is used, then harmful activity on persistent data is at least detectable if adequate logging is enabled (See section 4.22 for a discussion of Logging).

Solution

Set the access permission of the file to be accessed by the attacked user only, and launch the application with the rights of the attacked user.
4.19 Network Security

Network security is concerned with protecting data sent over the network.

4.20 Sending sensitive Data Over the network

Problem

If access to the data store is performed over the network, then sensitive information can be obtained by eavesdropping. This includes the authentication information and persistent data. Information could also be tampered with - changed on its way through the communications channel.

Assessment

The persistence layer relies on the ODBC driver for connecting to the database. No attempt is made on the part of the persistence layer to secure the information exchange. Therefore, eavesdropping is a very real risk.

Solution

Use a secure ODBC driver. With a secure driver, the communication between the driver and the database is encrypted.

We note that this solution can only provide security up to a point of certified reliability that is limited by the qualities of the underlying algorithms and other security mechanisms.
4.21 Concurrent Use

The persistence layer can be used in a multi-threaded environment, with multiple clients using the same PersistenceManager object.

PersistenceManagerFactory retains the Persistence Managers it has constructed and returns an existing instance if one exists for the specified configuration file. As the threads utilize the same resources, there will quite probably be some resource conflicts. Database connection is a shared resource. If two threads want to access the database at the same time, one will either have to wait until the persistence layer has finished serving the first thread, or a pool of connections can be used.

A persistent object is a shared resource. As retrieved objects are cached, then several threads retrieving the same object are given a reference to the same object. If the threads use the object as read-only, then no problem occurs. If, however, the threads modify the objects, then undefined behavior can occur in the thread context.

Since database records are a shared resource, if a thread modifies a record, it is locked. If another thread tries to modify the record at the same time, then the result depends on the particular database implementation. Most probably an exception will be thrown by the ODBC driver. In case there is need for a Persistence Manager not shared with any other threads, the method PersistenceManagerFactory.createNew can be used. This method does not use the cached Persistence Managers, but creates a new one, that will not be given to other callers.
4.22 Logging

The persistence layer makes heavy use of logging. Every performed action is logged. Logging enables debugging of the application, to examination of unexpected behavior and auditing. It is possible to configure logging at runtime. Editing a logging configuration file can control logging behaviour.

There are 5 levels of logging. They are ordered ascendingly and are nested - lower levels include the higher levels.
The levels are:

**DEBUG** Logging every operation detail. This level should be used only for debugging purposes, as the output is extremely abundant and can amount to thousands of entries in a few calls to a Persistence Manager instances.

**INFO** Logging application progress - what operations are performed, what values stored, what data retrieved. This level should be used if there is need for auditing information. The output is nowhere near as abundant as on the previous level, but as all stored and retrieved values are logged, it can still reach undesirable quantities.

**WARN** Logging potentially harmful situations that do not have affect on program flow.

**ERROR** Logging error situations that interrupt the current program flow, but can be possible to recover from.

**FATAL** Logging unrecoverable error situations that make it impossible for the application to continue. Setting the logging level to FATAL practically disables logging, as fatal errors are extremely rare under normal circumstances.
Chapter 5
The Persistence Manager Pattern

5.1 Context

Persistence Manager Pattern is necessary for developing an application that needs to store the objects it works with. Most probably, the persistence mechanism used is a relational database.

Example: a web-based book database, displaying the entered authors and their books, and allowing the entry of new authors and books.

5.2 Problem

How to provide application objects with persistence, without hard-coding the system to use a proprietary technology that can be subject to change? What solution would be easily reusable in other applications?

5.3 Motivation

- The most commonly used persistence mechanism at the moment is a relational database management system [BTR01].
- Every database vendor provides a slightly different syntax for functionality outside the standard SQL, which gives greater power to the programmer, but enforcesthe use of a proprietary technology.
• Object databases are relatively new and uncommon, and do not have the support relational databases have [BTR01].

• Embedding statements for data storage (e.g. SQL queries) in persistent classes is fast, both in performance and initial development, but hinders portability and forces reworking of the classes in case of changes in the data structure. For example, changing the field type of a class triggers a change of both the database and the persistence logic. In another instance, a database table column's data type is changed from INTEGER to BIT, but the object's field type remains a boolean.

• Adding persistence into the classes themselves is not always possible - they might be third party components.

• Persistence methodology is often very similar across applications, differing only in the exact data structure, which makes it a candidate for automation and reuse.

Developing a generic, reusable persistence mechanism takes a lot more effort and skills than embedding an application-specific mechanism in the application.

5.4 Solution

Create a component that is able to provide application objects with persistence. The component is not directly associated with the persistent classes and is therefore fully reusable. Configuring the component to handle new persistent classes is dynamical, done at run-time, from a configuration file. The component's functionality equals that of a relational database, providing a query mechanism, relational integrity, and transaction support, which are significant in many applications. The persistence provided is transparent.
the client programmers do not need to be aware of how class instances are made to persist. All the client programmer is aware of is that calling the methods of the component - e.g. store, delete, and retrieve - provides access to persistence. Extending the software to support other kinds of data stores besides relational databases should be possible with no impact on existing code.

5.5 Overview of the functionality of the Persistence Manager

In this section we list the functionality of Persistence Manager classes.

- stores objects in the data store.
- deletes objects from the data store.
- retrieves objects from the data store, via potentially complex queries.
- supports referential integrity - when storing an object, its related objects will be stored as well; when deleting an object, its related objects will be deleted with it.
- supports transactions.
- supports inheritance 

Persistent classes can inherit from other persistent classes, extending them with new attributes. This inheritance needs to be supported in a relational database as well. This can be implemented either storing by the entire inheritance tree in one table, storing each class in a separate table including all the attributes, or storing each class in a separate table including only the attributes specific to that concrete class. When retrieving an object of a persistent class that has persistent extensions, the extensions will have to be queried as well [AMB00a].
5.6 Resulting Context

The problem of achieving object persistence, which in some applications can comprise half of the total effort, has become a non-issue. Thus, the programmer can concentrate on other aspects of the application. The application programmer is not concerned with the specific persistence mechanism used. He has been provided with an easily used, transparent persistence mechanism that can be used with different databases.

Our approach, however, has given rise to at least new problems.

*New problem: performance overhead.*

The persistence mechanism of the application has become notably more complicated, adding at least one, and possibly several, layers of logic between persistent classes and the data store. This incurs an additional performance load.

*New problem: decrease in the functionality of the persistence mechanism.*

With relational databases, the programmer can execute extremely complex queries just as readily as simple storage and retrieval statements. With a Persistence Manager, other workarounds must be used. Finding these work around can make an excellent thesis topic for new research.

5.7 Rationale

The general idea for a Persistence Manager-like architecture was introduced by Scott W. Ambler [AMB00b].
However, his work did not propose the broker in pattern form, and he specified the classes to be persistence aware.

By encapsulating persistence logic in a separate place and providing transparent persistence, the application programmer need not concentrate on the specifics of one data store, which should not be in the scope of most applications; instead, the programmer may concentrate on the problems of the application domain.

Most of the databases available today offer additional functionality besides that provided by the ANSI SQL standard. They provide row identification mechanisms, special functions, triggers, and stored procedures, all of which are useful. Using them in an application, however, produces a tight coupling between the application and the database. If the database is never changed during the lifetime of the application, then there is no concern. If, however, it happens that there is a need to make the application use a different database (e.g. the current one imposes some limits that have been finally reached), or the software licence has expired and acquiring another licence from the same vendor is unacceptable, then the application programmer is faced with a possibly huge task of refactoring the application persistence mechanism. By utilizing a reusable component capable of handling any kind of a database instead of making use of proprietary technology, this domain of problems has become a non-issue.

Now that the Persistence Manager is ready, it can and will be used in many applications. The application programmer can utilize it without paying attention to or even being aware of whether the underlying data store is a database from the same vendor, from another
vendor, or an altogether different mechanism, such as an XML file. If a minor change is made in the underlying data store, the programmer need not change any part of the application; if a bigger change is made then there is no persistence logic code to change, only the Persistence Manager configuration file.
Chapter 6
Implementation Of DPL

There are three fundamental ideas underlying the implementation of DPL.

A) Every persistent object has a symbolic object id(OID), which is a string and is unique over classes. There is a mapping between persistent objects in memory and their OID.

B) References to persistent objects are encapsulated in classes called ONDEMAND. This enables reference cycles without "endless pain", and it enables intelligent loading and caching. The normal ONDEMAND does – as the name implies load the object in case of de-referencing with the help of the OID.

C) Every class is able to write and read itself to from a stream. That stream is storage independent and is used from the storage dependent layer to store the object.

In terms of class design, this means:
- Every Class that should be saved on a Persistence Medium has to be derived from class PERSISTENT.
- Every Class that should be saved on a Persistence Medium has to be referenced by special smart pointers called ONDEMAND.

There is one interface to the persistence mechanisms called PERSISTENCE-MANAGER.
There are two Phases involved in creating a new class with persistence:

A. The storage independent steps

B. The storage dependent steps (This needs to be implemented as part of future work).

First, the storage independent steps will be explained on an example:

The class COMPANY has several MACHINES. The corresponding ondemands are
ONDEMAND_MACHINE and ONDEMAND.Company.

6.1 Storage Independent Steps

6.1.1 Inherit from persistence and provide the features needed

The inheritance is applied as in the following examples:

-------- sourcecode start

class COMPANY
    // Make Persistence

    inherit PERSISTENCE

    rename make as make_persistent   // Providing the features

    redefine write_to_stream, read_from_stream end

-------- sourcecode end

To model the has-relationship, we use a LINKED_LIST, one subclass of a more general CONTAINER CLASS, CONTAINER of ONDEMAND[MACHINES].

To make things more interesting, we use an expanded type. So we do not forget to create it. But on the other hand things are a little bit more complicated when we read in the object, as you will be discussed see in the explanation of ‘read_from_stream’ below.
machines: expanded LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_MACHINE]

The stream provides some features that can handle ondemands and containers of ondemand. But, there is still a need for an assignment attempt, since the stream reads only plain ONDEMANDs and the COMPANY uses ONDEMAND_MACHINEs. But since they are derived from ONDEMAND, the assignment attempt always works. The call stream.last_container returns a CONTAINER[ONDEMANDs].

In the COMPANY, the machines are a LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_MACHINE].

There is one possibility to copy the CONTAINER to another COLLECTION. This the feature fill.

A temporary ‘m’ is needed, since ‘machines’ is an expanded type and the assignment is not allowed to expanded types.

read_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is

local

    m: CONTAINER[ONDEMAND_MACHINE]

do

    steam.read_ondemand_container

---cast ONDEMAND to ONDEMAND_MACHINE
m := stream.list_ondemand_container

machines.fill(m)

end

------- sourcecode end

Because we also want to save the Company, we have to provide a 'write_to_stream' feature, as in:

------- sourcecode start

write_to_stream(stream: OUTPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is

do

precursor(stream)

stream.append_ondemand_container(machines)

end

------- sourcecode end

First we have to call the precursor. This is important, because the class information and the OID are written to the stream in the precursor. Then we write all persistent members to the stream. For this purpose, the stream provides a number of features. It is vital to ensure, that the order of writing the persistent members is exactly the same as the order of reading the members! Otherwise, errors will occur during the reading the objects. Another feature named 'forward_ondemand' has to be defined. This feature will forward recursive calls during saving of object structures.
6.1.2 Provide the factory

To be able to read and especially create objects that come from the “outside” of the running process, we have to provide a class that knows how to do that creation. This is the factory. In addition, it knows how to create ONDEMANDS that belong to the class the factory is responsible for.

It is always the same and coded as:

-------- sourcecode start

class COMPANY_FACTORY

inherit

FACTORY

feature

create_object(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM): COMPANY is

do

!COMPANY! result.create_from_stream(stream) // Creating Object

end

end – class COMPANY_FACTORY

-------- sourcecode end

6.1.3 Provide the ondemand

The ondemand classes, which are used to reference persistent objects, are derived from ONDEMAND. They should be named “ONDEMAND_ClassName”. They look like:
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-------- sourcecode start

class ONDEMAND_MACHINE

inherit

ONDEMAND

redefined reference end

creation make_from_oid, make_from_reference

feature

reference: MACHINE

end – class ONDEMAND_MACHINE

-------- sourcecode end

6.1.4 Registering the persistent classes with the persistence_manager

To register the persistent classes within your application, first thing is to inherit the interface to the persistence manager.

-------- sourcecode start

class APPLICATION

inherit

PERSISTENCE_MANAGER

feature

register_persistent_classes is

local

f: FACTORY

f_os: OBJECT_SOURCE
do

!FILE_OBJECT_SOURCE! f_os

--MACHINE

!MACHINE_FACTORY! f

db.register_type("MACINE", "ONDEMAND_MACHINE", f, f_os)

--COMPANY

!COMPANY_FACTORY! f

db.register_type("COMPANY", "ONDEMAND_COMPANY", f, f_os)

end

-------- sourcecode end

This is achieved by deriving from "PERSISTENCE_MANAGER". The feature 'db' returns the "OBJECT_SOURCE_MANAGER". The registration tells the object_source_manager, which class has the appropriate ondemand_class, factory and object source. The OBJECT_SOURCE will be explained later. It is dependent on the storage (file, odbc). It can be changed without changing the rest of the DPL.

In the following example, the registration is bundled in its own feature. It is important to the registration of all persistent classes before the persistence layer is used.
6.2 Usage Of DPL

After having written all the classes and features for a persistent class, one may ask how to use the persistence layer within an application. There are only few things you can do; basically, storing and retrieving objects from the store. We discuss these below.

6.3 When an object needs to be saved?

An object that was read from store and not changed does not need to be stored! Only after having changed the object is a save needed. An object that needs saving is called "dirty". To mark an object for saving when the next call to 'store' is done, the feature "set_dirty" should be called. Usually, every change to an object should also do a call to set_dirty. If an object is created inside the process by the creation procedure of PERSISTENT, it is marked dirty automatically.

6.3.1 Storing objects

To store an object 'o' of persistent class A, just call the feature 'store' on 'o'. This will result in saving all dirty objects that 'o' depends on.

In the example, a call to c.store (c:COMPANY) would save 'c' itself and the machines the company has (only the dirty ones).
6.3.2 Retrieving objects

There are methods for retrieving objects. First we can load an object by an OID. The second method is to load all objects of a specific class. After having loaded an object, in terms of “class” you hold a PERSISTENT in your hands. An assignment attempt will be used to make it useful for you.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discuss how to make an object persistent using Durable Persistence Layer (DPL). The complete source code of DPL has not been included in this thesis. In order to view the source code, contact Dr. R. D. Kent*.

*rkent@uwindsor.ca
Chapter 7
Testing and Post-analysis

7.1 DPL Compared to Embedding SQL Directly

This section deals with Testing and Post-analysis.

A simple approach to persistence logic is embedding SQL statements directly in application code. Most of the advantages of a Persistence Manager were discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.6, Persistence Manager pattern.

7.1.1 Sample Code

Simple Retrieval

The following two sections of code both retrieve all Simple Persons from the database that have a location of 'Windsor'. When comparing the sections, we can see that using DPL yields a much more terse and understandable program code, not to mention with less effort then using embedded SQL.
Example 7.1.2 Using embedded SQL for simple retrieval.

```java
Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:emt");
Statement stmt = connection.createStatement();
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(
"SELECT * FROM SIMPLEPATIENT WHERE location = 'Windsor'");
Collection results = new ArrayList();
while (rs.next()) {
    SimplePatient object = new SimplePatient();
    object.id = rs.getInt("id");
    object.firstName = rs.getString("firstName");
    object.lastName = rs.getString("lastName");
    object.location = rs.getString("location");
    object.phone = rs.getString("phone");
    results.add(object);
}
connection.close();
```

Example 7.1.3 Using DPL for simple retrieval.

```java
SimplePatient param = new SimplePatient();
param.location = "Windsor";
Query query = createQuery(param, new String[] {"location"}, null);
Collection results = retrieveCollection(query);
```
7.2 Sample Code

Simple storage

The following two examples of code both store a new SimplePerson in the database with DPL; this action is even more simple than retrieval.

Example 7.2.1 Simple Storage

```java
Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:emt");
Statement stmt = connection.createStatement();
SimplePatient person = new SimplePatient();
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery("SELECT MAX(id) + 1 AS newId FROM SIMPLEPATIENT");
rs.next();
// The new id value is got this value to be able to set it to the object immediately.
person.id = rs.getInt("newId");
rs.close();
person.firstName = "John";
person.lastName = "Doe";
person.location = "Windsor";
person.phone = "253-3000";
stmt.executeUpdate("INSERT INTO SIMPLEPATIENT (id,firstName,lastName,location,phone)" +
    "VALUES (" + person.id + "," + person.firstName + "," +
    person.lastName + "," + person.location + "," +
    person.phone + ")");
stmt.close();
connection.close();
```

Example 7.2.2 Using DPL

```java
SimplePatient person = new SimplePatient();
person.firstName = "John";
person.lastName = "Doe";
person.location = "Windsor";
person.phone = "253-3000";
store(person);
```
7.3 Tradeoffs

The initial disadvantage of implementing the Persistence Manager pattern is that it is a non-trivial task, possibly greater than developing the application itself. However, as the component is easily reusable in consecutive applications, it pays off in the manner in which it supports re-use.

The main disadvantage of using such a Persistence Manager is a decrease in the persistence functionality. With embedded SQL, programmers can execute incredibly complex queries just as easily as simple storage and retrieval. With a Persistence Manager, the programmer has firm boundaries on persistence functionality. Therefore, using a Persistence Manager is mostly suitable for applications that keep no business logic in the database and that do not need to perform complex data mining and analysis. For applications that do their work with business objects that need to be persistent, a Persistence Manager is an excellent solution.

Another tradeoff with using a Persistence Manager might be a decrease in speed. As such, a component can have an intricate inner structure, persistence operations can develop a notable overhead. The following section explores this issue by benchmarking simple persistence operations.
7.4 Benchmark Information

Test environment

Testing was carried out on a machine that hosted both the application and the database server.

Computer: P4, 766 MHZ, 256MB RAM, Windows 98

Database system: Microsoft Access 97

Database driver: Access Driver

Results Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following operations were benchmarked:

1. retrieving all Simplepatient for the location 'Windsor'
2. updating every entry among the results retrieved in the above operation
3. finding all Persons from the location 'London' and retrieving their Phones automatically
4. inserting a number of new Persons and two Phones for each person

7.5 Benchmarks

**Action 1 - Find all Simplepatient from the location 'Windsor'.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated?</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>Embedded SQL</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms] Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms] Avg[ms]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>4500 10.00</td>
<td>5400 12.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1500 3.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 2 - update all Simplepatient retrieved in action 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated?</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>Embedded SQL</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms] Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms] Avg[ms]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>3350 7.44</td>
<td>3450 7.67</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3300 7.33</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Action 3-** Find all Persons from the location 'London' and retrieve their Phones automatically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated?</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>Embedded SQL</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8450</td>
<td>169.00</td>
<td>8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>5650</td>
<td>113.00</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 4-** Insert a number of new Persons and two Phones for each person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated?</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>Embedded SQL</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum [ms]</td>
<td>Avg [ms]</td>
<td>Sum [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>4850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When examining the results, we can see that the main strength of DPL lies in retrieval in some cases it can be very fast, e.g. when executing repeated retrievals in action 3.

Caching causes this good performance - as objects that are cached do not need to be fully read from the database (once their identity is clear, their cached instance can be reused), several operations could be skipped altogether. An especially high performance yield comes with relationships - cached objects already have their related objects set in Place, so additional queries to the database for getting the related objects are not needed. On the whole, the results were surprisingly good. We did not expect all the application logic existent in DPL to have such a small time overhead, and feared at least a triple time penalty with using DPL.
On the basis of these results, using a Persistence Manager does not make persistence operations tremendously slower, but as seen from the code samples, yields much less code to develop.

7.6 DPL Compared to Similar Components

There is abundant software available that performs mapping objects to relational databases. Some products are quite powerful, providing a rich user interface for configuration and offering automatic generation of the class diagram from the database table diagram. However, most products do not have the level of unintrusiveness that the Persistence Manager pattern, and consequently the Durable persistence layer, have. Persistent classes usually have to extend a superclass that couples them with the persistence layer. There is only one component that does compare to DPL in terms of unintrusiveness and functionality - ObjectRelationalBridge.

7.6.1 Object Relational Bridge

ObjectRelationalBridge (OJB) is an open source software (publicly available at (http://objectbridge.sourceforge.net/) roughly following the Persistence Manager pattern. Its functionality and structure is quite similar to DPL. In the following sub section we compare the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches.
7.6.2 Advantages of OJB Compared to DPL:

The following are a partial listing of OJB advantages:

- supports cursors (for information on cursors, see 8.2 Further Development)
- has partial support for transactions - only if the underlying database supports transactions. Some databases do not support transactions, like MySQL (http://www.mysql.com/)
- supports virtual proxies (for information on virtual proxies, see 8.2 Further Development)
- supports extent classes (for information on extent classes, see 8.2 Further Development)

7.6.3 Disadvantages of OJB Compared to DPL:

- Error handling is severely lacking - in most cases, encountered exceptions are caught and not permitted to rise outside the component, thus giving no clue if there was an error.
- Has virtually no logging. It is possible to have some messages printed to the console after recompiling the classes to support this, but the messages are non-expressive and few.
- Does not support composite identities.
- Table columns can only have certain pre-defined types - the types are hard-coded in. Although they cover most of the possible column types, they do not cover all of them.
- Object identity fields are hard-coded to integer type.
- There is only one identity generation strategy - using a sequence table in the database.
- It is possible to configure OJB to use an arbitrary strategy, but not on a per-class basis or even a per-Persistence Manager basis; the specified strategy will then be used by all Persistence Managers. Configuring this arbitrary strategy implementation has to be done outside the application - the broker configuration file holds no information for it.
- There is one global object cache for the entire machine. As caches do not know where an object is from - they only know its type and identity values. this can lead to problems in cases where there are multiple applications running on the same machine that use the same persistent classes, but store them in different data stores.
- Contains some bugs - for example, one type of query disregards its criteria and returns every object for the specified class it can find. (http://jakarta.apache.org/ojb/)
- Instantiating persistent classes is not flexible - the user cannot specify an arbitrary object creation strategy.
- Does not support custom SQL.
- Does not support a custom way for accessing object fields - the access is hard-coded to be done using reflection and cannot be changed.
- API documentation is inadequate, incomplete and defective.

### 7.7 Benchmarks

**Action 1** - Find all Simplepatient from the location 'Windsor'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>OJB</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6550</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 2** - Update all Simplepatient retrieved in action 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>OJB</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10750</td>
<td>23.89</td>
<td>3450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10350</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 3** - Find all Persons from the location 'London' and retrieve their Phones automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>OJB</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14550</td>
<td>291.00</td>
<td>8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>19.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 4** - Insert a number of new Persons and two Phones for each person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated</th>
<th>Ops</th>
<th>OJB</th>
<th>DPL</th>
<th>Factor to DPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
<td>Sum[ms]</td>
<td>Avg[ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10550</td>
<td>210.00</td>
<td>4850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*University Of Windsor, 2002*
These benchmark results are even more surprising than those in comparison with embedded SQL. I expected OJB, a product that has had a considerably longer lifetime, to be much better in terms of performance than DPL, a product that is a newborn. It is possible that such good relative performance of DPL is caused by some issues that need to be handled but have not occurred to me.

On the basis of these results, DPL can be pronounced to give excellent performance. The Persistence Manager pattern is a good approach to handling data persistence. As we saw from its comparison with directly embedded SQL, it does not incur an unacceptable performance. In many cases, a Persistence Manager can give results fast, because it caches the persistent objects it encountered.

The main argument for a Persistence Manager is its ease of use, however. Utilizing it delivers clean and elegant application code, faster development time (as the programmer does not need to produce any persistence logic), easy persistence maintenance (changes are needed only in the configuration file) and good portability.

On the basis of these results, we can conclude that the Persistence Manager is a good approach to handling data persistence, although not a solution fit for every application. When comparing DPL, one implementation of the Persistence Manager pattern, to another implementation, OJB, we see that the main strength of DPL is in its careful design and flexibility - it has powerful logging, good error handling and its architecture is
compartmentalized so that custom sub-components can be used with the basic aspects of persistence operations, like creating SQL syntax and accessing object fields.

At the present time, DPL is lacking some useful functionality that OJB possesses, such as supporting cursors and transactions. These items have been noted on the list for future developments. These issues do not impact negatively on the finding of this thesis, however.

The benchmarks showed that DPL has surprisingly good performance compared with OJB. It is difficult to say what causes this good performance, as OJB does not log its activity and inspecting source files and profiling the performance of every single operation is very time-consuming and outside the scope of this thesis.

On the basis of the comparison and the benchmarks, DPL can be pronounced viable and quite promising. When future development cycles have filled the present voids in DPL's functionality, it could become a widely used component.
8.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we set out to achieve the following goals:

To propose a reusable generic approach to handling persistence logic - the Persistence Manager design pattern, that solves several problems when using relational database management systems in an object-oriented application environment. The basic idea for such software was introduced in Scott W.Ambler's white paper "Mapping Objects to Relational Databases" [Amb00a].

To present DPL, a component we developed in the Eiffel programming language as an implementation of this pattern. To compare DPL performance to the most basic approach to persistence logic to find out whether the Persistence Manager offers a more preferable solution; the most basic approach being embedding database access logic directly into application code. We produced detail architecture of DPL showing in figure 4.13.

DPL was also compared to other software products that follow the Persistence Manager pattern, to find out whether DPL is a viable solution among similar components.

All the three goals were realized. Based on the results of the comparison with the basic approach, we deemed the Persistence Manager to be a well-designed approach to
persistence logic. Using DPL yielded faster program development, better modularized application structure, and in cases even better performance on persistence operations.

8.2 Future Development

The persistence layer is far from being a completed product. The first fully usable prototype contains the most vital functionality required - storing, retrieving, deleting. Several of the functionalities mentioned in the Persistence Manager pattern are yet to be implemented.

*Overview of items scheduled for further development:*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Item</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cursors</td>
<td>Provide support for a cursor that points to a set of retrieved objects and that the user can move to the next or previous retrieved object. The cursor makes use of lazy initialization - an object is retrieved only when the cursor arrives at the object.</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>Provide support for transactions – grouping persistence operations into atomic units that succeeds or fails as a whole. Transactions are very helpful in many applications, especially in the business realm (e.g. making a bank transfer consists of several operations - decreasing the amount on the transferor side and increasing on the transferee side - that must all either succeed or fail).</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Query Language</td>
<td>Provide support for the Object Query Language (OQL). OQL is an SQL-like declarative Languages that provides a rich environment for efficient querying of database objects, including high-level primitives for object sets and structures [ODMG1]. OQL has the advantage of simplicity and better overview, when compared to constructing queries by setting parameters and criteria via method calls.</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual proxies</td>
<td>Provide support for lazy initialization of persistent objects via virtual proxies. A virtual proxy is a proxy for another object (the real persistent subject) that materializes the subject when it is first referenced [Lar01]. As it could happen that the real object might never really be needed, this can provide a notable performance gain.</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Item</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed use</td>
<td>Provide support for distributed use, in which there is a central Persistence Manager server that multiple clients connect to and execute persistence operations on.</td>
<td>tertiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging configurable</td>
<td>Allow logging configuration to be specified in the persistence configuration file.</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the same configuration as persistence XML files as data stores</td>
<td>Provide support for using XML files as data storage mechanisms. Although XML files are not comparable with databases in terms of ease of use, performance and functionality, they have the benefit of simplicity - there is no need for a database management system, everything is contained in files. For smaller projects, they provide adequate Performance.</td>
<td>under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical user interface for configuration</td>
<td>Provide a graphical application for producing It should be able to generate lowest configuration database table structure and a configuration file from the class structure. Another approach would be to use an existing graphical tool (such do exist - Rational Rose is one) and add support for DPL via plugins or scripting.</td>
<td>lowest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Current programming languages are very good at manipulating objects, which only exist during the execution time of the program. There are a multitude of applications, however, that needs data to last "forever". Applications are becoming more complex by the day. Programmers should not have to concentrate on changing the form of the data, but on the application. DPL provides a vehicle to do this.

The software market has very few software products available that follow the Persistence Manager concept strictly. Among the similar available software, DPL performed very well. Its functionality should be extended, and the missing functionalities have already been planned into future development.
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Glossary

**Business/domain class.** Used to implement the concepts pertinent to your business domain, such as “customer” or “product.” Business/domain classes are usually found during the analysis process. Although business/domain classes often focus on the data aspects of your business objects, they will also implement methods specific to the individual business concept [AMB02]

**Class-type architecture.** A defined approach to layering the classes that comprise the software of a system. The interaction between classes is often restricted based on the layer to which they belong [AMB02]

**Client/server (C/S) architecture** A computing environment that satisfies the business need by appropriately allocating the application processing between the client and the server processes [AMB01]

**Concurrency** The issues involved with allowing multiple people simultaneous access to your persistence mechanism.

**Coupling** A measure of how connected two items are.

**CRUD** Acronym for create, retrieve, update, delete. The basic functionality that a persistence mechanism must support.
**Database server**  A server which has a database installed on it.

**Distributed objects**  An object-oriented architecture in which objects running in separate memory spaces (i.e. different computers) interact with one another transparently.

**Layering**  The organization of software collections (layers) of classes or components that fulfill a common purpose.

**Lock**  An indication that a table, record, class, object, ... is reserved so that work can be accomplished on the item being locked. A lock is established, the work is done, and the lock is removed.

**Object database (ODB)**  A permanent storage mechanism, also known as an objectbase or an object-oriented database management system (OODBMS), which natively supports the persistence of objects.[AMB00b]

**OO CRUD** Object-oriented create, retrieve, update, and delete

**Object identifiers (OIDs)**  A unique identifier assigned to objects, typically a large integer number. OIDs are the object-oriented equivalent of keys in the relational world [AMB00b].

**Permanent storage**  Any physical medium to which data can be saved, retrieved, and deleted. Potential permanent storage mechanisms for objects include relational databases, files, and object databases.
Persistence class  Provide the capability to store objects permanently. By encapsulating the storage and retrieval of objects via persistence classes, you are able to use various storage technologies interchangeably without affecting your applications.

Portability  A measure of how easy it is to move an application to another environment (which may vary by the configuration of either their software and hardware). The easier it is to move an application to another environment, the more portable we say that application is.

Persistence mechanism  The permanent storage facility used to make objects persistent. Examples include relational databases, object databases, flat files, and object/relational databases.

Pessimistic locking  An approach to concurrency in which an item is locked for the entire time that it is in memory. For example, when a customer object is edited a lock is placed on the object in the persistence mechanism, the object is brought into memory and edited, and then eventually the object is written back to the persistence mechanism and the object is unlocked. This approach guarantees that an item won’t be updated in the persistence mechanism whereas the item is in memory, but at the same time is disallows others to work with it while someone else does [AMB00b].

Persistence layer  A collection of classes that provides objects the ability to be persistent, being effectively a wrapper for the persistence mechanism [Amb00b]

Persistence logic  Application code that handles storing, deleting and retrieving persistent data
Persistent data Data that has persistence

Persistence operations Operations like saving, deleting and retrieving

Relational database (RDB) A permanent storage mechanism in which data is stored as rows in tables. RDBs don’t natively support the persistence of objects, requiring the additional work on the part of developers and/or the use of a persistence layer.

Sequence diagram A UML diagram that models the sequential logic, in effect, the time ordering of messages between objects [CGL01]

SQL Structured Query Language, a standard mechanism used to CRUD records in a relational database.

Soft reference An object reference that is cleared at the discretion of the garbage collector in response to memory demand

Transaction A transaction is a single unit of work performed in a persistence mechanism. A transaction may be one or more updates to a persistence mechanism, one or more reads, one or more deletes, or any combination thereof.

Transparent persistence Automatically provided persistence without special effort on the client programmer side. No difference between persistent and transient objects.
**User interface class**  A class that provides the capability for users to interact with the system. User interface classes typically define a graphical user interface for an application, although other interface styles, such as voice command or HTML, are also implemented via user-interface classes [AMB02]
Appendix A

Sample Persistence Classes

---------
--Main Class--
---------
class PE
inherit
    PERSISTENCE_MANAGER
    MEMORY
    FILE_OBJECT_SOURCE
creation
make
feature
    objectID: STRING
    human: HUMAN
    man: MAN
    woman: WOMAN
    car: CAR
    fos: FILE_OBJECT_SOURCE
    ob_type: STRING
---------
make is
---------
do
    io.new_line
    io.put_string("%N**********************************************************************")
    io.put_string("%NWelcome to the world of PERSISTENCY")
    io.put_string("%N**********************************************************************")

---------
-- Registering Persistent classes
---------
    io.put_string("%N%NRegistering persistent classes....!")
    register_persistent_classes
    !!human.make

---------
-- Restoring the Object Structure
---------

---------
-- Restoration of HUMAN
---------
    io.new_line
    io.put_string("---------- Trying to restore HUMAN")
    ob_type := "HUMAN"
    objectID := Read_Object_From_File(ob_type)
    human := db.get_object_by_oid(objectID, ob_type)

    if human = void then
        io.new_line
        io.put_string("---------- Creating NEW HUMAN!")
!!human.make
io.put_string("%NhUMAN is set up")
else
io.put_string("%NhUMAN---------------- Restoration of HUMAN Done!%N")
io.put_string("%NThe value of HUMAN after restoration is:%N")
io.put_string(human.data.out)
end

--------------------
-- Remaining Execution
--------------------
io.put_string("%NExecution completed!")
end

feature -- persistence
--------------------
register_persistent_classes is

local
f: FACTORY
  os: OBJECT_SOURCE
do
  !FILE_OBJECT_SOURCE:os
  !HUMAN_FACTORY!f
db.register_type("HUMAN", "ONDEMAND_HUMAN", f, os)
  !MAN_FACTORY!f
db.register_type("MAN", "ONDEMAND_MAN", f, os)
  !WOMAN_FACTORY!f
db.register_type("WOMAN", "ONDEMAND_WOMAN", f, os)
  !CAR_FACTORY!f
db.register_type("CAR", "ONDEMAND_CAR", f, os)
io.put_string("%NRegistration done!")
end
end -- class PE
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--Class HUMAN--

Class HUMAN
inherit

PERSISTENT
rename make as make_persistent
redefine write_to_stream, read_from_stream, create_from_stream
end

creation
make, create_from_stream

feature

  gen: CHARACTER
  gender: STRING
  name: STRING
  data: STRING
  car: CAR
  man: MAN
  woman: WOMAN
  humans : expanded LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_HUMAN]

make is

  do
    make_persistent
    data_for_man
    -- execute
    set_dirty
    io.put_string("%NSStoring the Object References for HUMAN...")
    store
    io.put_string("N%NHUMAN Stored!
"
    io.put_string("Executin the remaining program....%N")
  end

execute is

  do
    io.new_line
    io.putstring("[M/m = MALE; F/f = FEMALE.....]%N")
    io.putstring("Enter Your gender HUMAN: ")
    io.readchar
    gen := io.lastchar
    check_gender
  end

check_gender is

  do
    inspect gen
    when 'M', 'm' then data_for_man
    when 'F', 'f' then data_for_woman
    else
      io.putstring("Wrong entry....")
  end
io.putstring("%NPlease enter the data again: ")
io.readchar
gen := io.lastchar
check_gender

end

____________
data_for_man is
____________
do
  name := "Kamran"
data := "HUMAN 1975-03-29- choudke@uwindsor.ca"
io.put_string("%NName of Human: %N" + name)
io.new_line
onio.put_string("Data of Human: %N" + data)
end

____________
data_for_woman is
____________
do
  name := "Jennifer Lopez"
data := "HUMAN Jennifer@uwindsor.ca"
io.put_string("Name of Human: %N" + name)
io.new_line
onio.put_string("Data of Human: %N" + data)
end

-- READ FROM STREAM --

read_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is

  -- local

  --   h: CONTAINER[ONDEMAND_HUMAN]

do
  -- stream.read_ondemand_container
  --   h ?= stream.last_ondemand_container

  stream.read_string
  name := stream.last_string

  stream.read_string
  data := stream.last_string

  --   !humans.make
  -- humans.fill(h)

end
WRITE TO STREAM

write_to_stream(stream: OUTPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
   do
      precursor(stream)
   --
      stream.append_ondemand_container(humans)
      stream.append_string(name)
      stream.append_string(data)
   end

-- FORWARD ON DEMAND --

forward_ondemand(f: FUNCTOR; condition: BOOLEAN) is
   do
      forward_ondemand_container(humans; f; condition)
   end

-- CREATE FROM STREAM --

create_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
   do
      io.put_string("%This is the return of HUMAN!")
      precursor(stream)
   end

end -- class HUMAN
-- Class MAN --

class MAN

inherit PERSISTENT

rename make as make_persistent
redefine write_to_stream, read_from_stream

end

creation

make, get_data, create_from_stream

feature

name, country: STRING

mans : expanded LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_MAN]

----------

make is

--------

do

make_persistent
get_data
set_dirty
io.put_string("%NStoring the Object References for MAN...")
store
io.put_string("%NMAN Stored!%N")
io.put_string("Executing the remaining program....%N")

end

------------------------

get_data is

------------------------

do

name := "john"
io.put_string("Enter your Country " + name + ": ")
io.readword
country := io.last_string
io.put_string("Welcome to my world " + name + ".")
io.new_line

end

-- READ FROM STREAM --

read_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is

local m: CONTAINER[ONDEMAND_MAN]

--------
do

stream.read_string
name := stream.last_string
stream.read_string
country := stream.last_string
stream.read_ondemand_container
m ?= stream.last_ondemand_container
!!mans.make
mans.fill(m)

end
-- WRITE TO STREAM --
write_to_stream(stream: OUTPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
do  precursor(stream)
    stream.append_string(name)
    stream.append_string(country)
    stream.append_ondemand_container(mans)
end

-- FORWARD ON DEMAND --
forward_ondemand(f: FUNCTION; condition: BOOLEAN) is
do  forward_ondemand_container(mans, f, condition)
end
end -- class MAN
--Class WOMAN --

class WOMAN
inherit
   PERSISTENT
rename make as make_persistent
redefine write_to_stream, read_from_stream
end
creation
make, get_data, create_from_stream
feature
   name, country: STRING
   womans: expanded LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_WOMAN]

make is

   do
      make_persistent
      get_data
      set_dirty
      io.put_string("%NS storing the Object References for WOMAN...")
      store
      io.put_string("%NWOMAN Stored!\n")
      io.put_string("Executing the remaining program...\n")
   end

get_data is

   do
      io.new_line
      name := "Jennifer"
      io.putstring("Enter your country	 + name + ": ")
      io.readword
      country := io.laststring
      io.putstring("Welcome to my world	 + name + ")
      io.new_line
   end

-- READ FROM STREAM --

read_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
local
   w: CONTAINER[ONDEMAND_WOMAN]
   do
      stream.read_string
      name := stream.last_string
      stream.read_string
      country := stream.last_string
      stream.read_ondemand_container
      w ?= stream.last_ondemand_container
      !womans.make
      womans.fill(w)
   end
-- WRITE TO STREAM --

write_to_stream(stream: OUTPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
  do
    precursor(stream)
    stream.append_string(name)
    stream.append_string(country)
    stream.append_ondemand_container(womans)
  end

-- FORWARD ON DEMAND --

forward_ondemands(f: FUNCTOR; condition: BOOLEAN) is
  do
    forward_ondemand_container(womans, f, condition)
  end
end -- class WOMAN
-- Class Car --

class CAR
inherit
  PERSISTENT
  rename make as make_persistent
  redefine write_to_stream, read_from_stream
end
creation
ger_data, make, create_from_stream
feature
  model: STRING
  year: INTEGER
  cars: expanded LINKED_LIST[ONDEMAND_CAR]

make is
  do
    make_persistent
    get_data
    set_dirty
    io.put_string("%NStering the Object References for CAR...")
    store
    io.put_string("%NCAR Stored!%N")
    io.put_string("Executing the remaining program....%N")
  end

get_data is
  do
    model := "Mercedes- Benz"
    year := 2002
  end

-- READ FROM STREAM --
read_from_stream(stream: INPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
  local
c: CONTAINER[ONDEMAND_CAR]
  do
    stream.read_string
    model := stream.last_string
    stream.read_integer
    year := stream.last_integer
    stream.read_ondemand_container
    c := stream.last_ondemand_container
    !!cars.make
    cars.fill(c)
  end
-- WRITE TO STREAM --

write_to_stream(stream: OUTPUT_OBJECT_STREAM) is
  do
    precursor(stream)
    stream.append_string(model)
    stream.append_string(year.out)
    stream.append_ondemand_container(cars)
  end

-- FORWARD ON DEMAND --

forward_ondemand(f: FUNCTOR; condition: BOOLEAN) is
  do
    forward_ondemand_container(cars, f, condition)
  end

end -- class CAR
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